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Preamble:
The Solar System (including the Earth) formed from a large,
rotating cloud of interstellar dust and gas called the solar nebula.
By product of the Sun formation is water and life on Earth could
have arisen from inanimate matter. There is a law for creation
and that law is Science; cause and effect of every change &
action has a law, therefore law of nature, life as well as society is
science. But, exploiters have been using science only for
creating wealth, capital and power. They do not care to follow
science and the law of science, above all for their ill motive and
bad intention they have used the unscientific socio-political
creeds for their petty interest. Even till today they are very much
successful to exploit and control the working class by private
ownership and using unscientific philosophy, though workers
are creating all the value, therefore they are the owner of all
property. But the working class has no property except labor
power for sale because there is private ownership that is
capitalist society which is contrary & everlasting uncertainty ,
and all social misery and mental degradation of working class is
due to private property.
The working class is wage slave and science, is confined by
capitalist class. But development of scientific instruments that is
inventing, creating & producing the new instruments of
production is an on going process of capitalism. So, there is an
antagonistic relationship between science and capitalism, as well
as capitalist class and working class. Science is more powerful
than capitalism and capitalist is zero without the working class.
However the working class is sufficient enough to maintain
themselves and complete the production without capitalist class.
Therefore science and the working class are friendly force for
development and freedom. And, capitalist is unnecessary and
disturbing element of society. Thus capitalism is enemy of
development, science and the working class.
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Unity of Working Class and Science is a must for abolition of
private property that is abandonment and annulment the scope of
misappropriation of Surplus-Value. Surplus-Value is produced
by working class , but it is being misappropriated by capitalist
class, therefore capital is unpaid labor or part of unpaid product.
Therefore capitalist is exploiter, fraudster, criminal and above
all unscientific. So, capitalist society is unscientific, unfair,
crime creator, crime dependent, crime defender, heinous, terrible
& uncertain, war prone and is against labor, creation, progress,
modernity, equity, peace, freedom and science & scientific
society. Therefore, to make science, society & working class, as
well as human being free, demolition of capitalism is a must. So,
it is urgent to abandon the uncivilized, unscientific & inhuman
capitalism by abolishing the private property that is destruction
the process of capital accumulation and abolition of the Class &
State, and state protector or state related or state defender
organizations & institutions. Historically and scientifically it is
logical, valid and justified, because(a) 13.73 billion years aged Universe‟s Space is at least 93
billion light years .In 2008, The Universe is : Dark Energy -72%,
Dark Matter-23% Regular Matter-4.6% & Neutrinos-Less 1%.
Mmore than 100 billions Galaxies is in the observable Universe
and in one Galaxy, 10 million to 1 trillion Stars exist. Most star
between 1 billion and 10 billion years old and 6% of all known
stars in solar neighborhood are White dwarfs, are becoming
black dwarfs which is sufficiently cool to no longer emit
significant heat or light. And 4.57 billion years aged Star that is
The Sun which is the source of most of the energy on Earth, will
exist no more than 5.33 billion years;
((b) The Atom have negatively charged electrons and positively
charged protons and electrical neutrons .Thus, there is
electromagnetism and therefore there is relation within the atom
is unity of contradiction that is Dialectic. That‟s why every
matter is moving, changing and transforming;
(c) Antagonistic relation of Capitalist society is under law of
Dialectic; and
(d) History of politics & political kingdom, class & state is only
near 5,500 years but history of human being is near 200,000
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years , therefore once–politics, class and state did not exist; now
state is defunct and at the brink of graveyard with capitalism.
Therefore, both state and capitalism are hazardous & burden for
development & society and obstacle of
freedom and
independence.
Only stateless-classless society is the scientific society. In
scientific society, all types of unscientific creeds, views and
thoughts will disappear, even capitalistic mood that is
falsification, fabrication, hypocrisy, cheat, fraud, lies, etc. will
be part of the past and military arsenals, arms and ammunitions
will be seen in historical museums, therefore that is the eternal
peace and peaceful society with numerousness and the basic
principle is co-operation with the best ability and capacity of
each and every one for conquering the nature. So, with the
collaboration of science, the working class as well as human
beings will achieve freedom and independence and will be the
Master of Nature. To conquer that scientific society, unity and
solidarity of Science and working class is a must. Therefore a
Global Information Organisation is important and essential to
achieve the unity and solidarity of science and the working class.
For these reasons, Information Centre for Workers Freedom has
been founded on 23rd October, 2009. In fact it is a
transformation of “Community Development Library” of
Jagatpur, established in November, 1981.
Therefore, motto of ICWF is to know science, practice science
& work for science and scientific society.
So, the main slogan of the ICWF is Science, Science & Science
for Freedom.
1. Aim & Object:
To co-operate and assist to build up a scientific society.
2. Declaration & Stand For:
(a) Science of Socialism- invented, formulated and explained
by Karl Marx & Fredric Engels.
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(b)Leninism is the misinterpretation, distortion, decomposition and
corruption of Science of Socialism;
(c) Lenin‟s Party was for so-called democratic & false socialist
revolution in one country and to protect & support the interest of
distressed capitalist & to emancipate the so called nationalist
bourgeois on the basis of false & fabricated formula of Right of
Self Determination of 2nd International . Though, according to
Communist Manifesto,
“The Communists are further reproached with desiring to abolish
countries and nationality.
The working men have no country. We cannot take from them
what they have not got. Since first of all the proletariat must
acquire political supremacy, must rise to be the leading class of the
nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is so far, itself national,
though not in the bourgeois sense of the word.” And ,
“The theory of the Communists may be summed up in the single
sentence: Abolition of private property.” And,
“Though not in substance, yet in form, the struggle of the
proletariat with the bourgeoisie is at first a national struggle. The
proletariat of each country must, of course, first of all settle matters
with its own bourgeoisie.”
But Lenin and all other Leninists are for national bourgeois and
therefore they are for nationalism, patriotism & finally for state
capitalism. Though, nationalism is a bogus bourgeois concept
which is antagonostic with internationalism of working class,
patriotism is love for private property and it was fabricated as an
artificial emotion with bad intention for exploiters political
interest and no doubt sate capitalism is capitalism.
By the declaration of Leninist parties and Leninist States- Lord
Lenin and Leninist Lords are „Brilliant and Genius‟, „Great
Teacher‟, „Great Leader‟, „Great Liberator‟, „ Savior of Nations‟ ,
and „Ever Victorious‟ like Mythological Heroes. To some extend
Lenin and Leninist Kings are followers of Emperor of Pharaoh
Dynasty of Egypt and, The Book of Pyramid is the philosophical
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basis of theoretical concept of Lenin‟s democratic centralism. And
like the King Pharaoh or King Romulus, Lenin and other Leninists
had created and nourished their Personal Cult. With all other
Leninists & Lenin‟s kingdoms are capitalist state to monopolies the
instruments of production and for misappropriate the Surplus-Value.

A state controlled by Lenin or Leninist lords with political elites
and dominated by personal cult protector armed forces that is
police, special police and military for misappropriate the Surplus
Value is a state of state capitalism and that‟s the socialist state; a
fabricated formula of so called socialism was formulated by Lenin
himself. Even, a socialist state defined by Lenin could be
constructed and survived if it is undisturbed by capitalist ruler of
neighboring countries or with the aid or help of foreign capital and
with the collaboration of ex-bureaucrats in exchange of high
salaries and bribery. So, Lenin, and Leninist Trotsky, Stalin, Mao,
Ho Chi Min, Hoxa, Cha-Ces-Ko, Titu, Kim, Gorvachev and all
other Leninist- Maoist state executives and party lords are Gang of
Criminals and their followers, but not beneficiaries, are stupid
according to Karl Marx & International Working Men‟s Association .

(d) Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao and all other Leninist–Maoist
companies are friends & saviors of old bourgeois society which
was in dead-bed and now at the brink of graveyard.
(e)Socialism is not the question of politics, but it is a social issue.
So, socialist is social worker.
(f) Capitalism is the foundation of Communism. Therefore,
replacement of capitalism is Communism is a new society. There
is no private property, no selling-buying, no surplus-value, no
capital, no exploitation, therefore no class; Thus, there is no state
for class interest.
(g) Abolition of private property with all rights of inheritance is
the primary task of socialism and socialization of property for
annihilating the scope of misappropriation of Surplus-Value by any
one and common property for planned and proper production and
distribution with rearrangement of population for settling in safe
zones of the world and arrange and accommodate shelter, food,
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clothes and other fundamental essentials and necessities of good
health and scientific life for all and vanish the heinous and barbaric
concept of gender which has been used for identifying some one
only on the basis of some particular organ which is difference
indicating organ of body for shape & nature as recognized as
determinant of differences to producing value with work ability
which is not supported by human anatomy but for the petty interest
of parasitism division- partition has been creating on the basis of
particular organ as considering more & less workable person has
to create discrimination & hostility with man to man and change
& update the Grammar for evolving a simple and single language
by the scientific evaluation and scientific evolutionary process and
to demolish, abolish and abandon the mythical and unscientific
word or words bearing the meaning or sense of master-slave
relation or word use for domination, subordination and division
among the human beings and to create and invent appropriate
words for identification of a object that means exact, proper and
appropriate description and function that is definition or actual &
accurate motion or concrete existence or facts & figure of
anything and to adopt new words which are proper and perfect for
discrimination and hostility-free human relations and rename the
places which represent personal cults or unscientific events and reform
the Calendar with abolition of the mythical names of months and days as
well as names of planets and the Milky Way or Galaxy is immediate
goal.

(h) Socialism is not State, but Global Society without state boundary; It
will be conducted by a world peoples association.

(i) Socialism, that is the emancipation of labor is neither local nor a
national, but a social problem. Embracing all countries in which
modern society exist, and depending for its solution on the
concurrence, practical and theoretical of the most advanced
countries;
(j) Neither a national organisation nor a political party but a World
Association of Working Class for Classless Society is must and
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that is the fundamental instrument, pioneer and organizational
condition of socialism;
(k)World Bank-IMF is the world lord, savior, protector and
dictator of states as well as capitalism as was created by F.D.
Roosevelt, W. Churchill and J. Stalin. So, destruction, demolition,
abandonment and abolition of WB-IMF with their member states
and all other institutions and organisations which are in favor of
private property is must for socialism;
(l)Capital is a collective product, therefore capital is not only
personal but social power. But in capitalism the ownership of
capital is private, which is based on the antagonism of capital and
wage labour. So, capitalist relationship is discriminatory,
contradictory & antagonistic.
Moreover, production for
accumulation of capital is only motive of capitalism. Therefore
excess or over production is due & nature of capitalism and it‟s a
revolt of instruments of production against capitalist relations
which is called Crisis of Capitalism. Crisis has severely thrashed
working class and rapidly declassed too many capitalists.
Repetitions of Crisis of Capitalism is a must and that is the
incurable birth disease of capitalist society that‟s why the crisis
of capitalism is unsolvable. Thus the bourgeois society has been
producing more and more destructive forces i.e. new & newest
instruments of production and working class of capitalism. So, for
the common interest of both of the friendly forces are over through
the capitalist class for ever in grave. Thus for successful
overcoming the crisis of capitalism is proper, perfect & consistent
reaction & action of working class with revolutionary instruments
of production will vanish & demolish the unscientific capitalist
society for the foundation of a new society, which is scientific that
is fit and perfect for scientific instruments and collective
production that is classless society and that is why old capitalist
society will not survive;
(m)Replacement of capitalism by socialism must be conquered by
the Working Class; and emancipation of working class is work
of its own self.
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(n)Unity–Solidarity and Organic Unity of the Working Class of the
World is the basic requirement and fundamental condition of
Workers Freedom.
So, the Information Centre for Workers Freedom is to search,
collect, save, circulate and exchange the relevant information all
over the world to initiate & co-operate to build up a World
Association of Working Class for Classless Society .
3. Organizational Principles:
(a) Only communism and communistic relation;
(b) All members are equal;
(c) Each and every member has the right to know, work, elect
and vote for any post, is subject to recall and express
opinion freely and frankly in any decision making process
in one‟s own organizational level and has right of
resignation and no one shall be restrained to hold one
more post in a unit or various units.
(d) Pre Member is not a member and Pre Members Forum is
not organisational part of ICWF and no Pre Member will
be eligible for vote and elect for any post of ICWF. But in
their own forum, they are eligible for vote and elect for
any post.
4. Membership Conditions:
(a) Acknowledgement of Aim and Declaration that means
Section-1 and 2;
(b) Do work and best service for the ICWF;
(c) Pay subscription regularly and collect fund and materials;
(d) Follow & care the rules of ICWF and decisions of their own
committee and ICWF .
5. Pre Membership Conditions:
(a) Interested to know science, especially science of socialism;
(b) Desire for economical emancipation from exploitation;
(c) Hungry and attraction for freedom and independence;
(d) Do work and best service for the ICWF;
(e) Pay subscription regularly and collect fund & materials; and
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(f) Follow and care the rules of ICWF and decisions of their own
Committee and ICWF.

6. Organisational Structure:
Council, Committee, and various types of Units;
(1)
Council will give consent or dissent to all reports, elect
committee in all levels and central council is the highest organ
and unit committee is the lowest organ. Amendment with adjust
to Basic Concept & Rules will be except by central council, if
need. But on condition of 80% positive vote of present delegates
of the council.
(2) Regular council will be held every year, but in any case it
may be held before the due date or later on with the
decision of respective organ.
7. Committee Structure:
(a) Unit:(1) Council- Consists of at least 3 and at most 30 members;
(2)Committee- Consists of 1 Coordinator, 1 Assistant
Coordinator and at least 1 and at most 7 members.
(b) Central:(1) Council- Consists of elected representatives from all lower
organs, and number or portion of delegates is to be decided by
the Central Council, but all the members of Central Committee and
Coordinators of all Committees or Coordinator‟s representatives
will be eligible for Central Council‟s delegation, vice versa.
(2)Committee-Consists of 1 Coordinator, 1-5 Assistant
Coordinators and at least 7 and at most 25 members. But the
number of Assistant Coordinator and Committee member will be
increased and changed by the decision of council if deemed to be
necessary. Moreover, respected committee is powered to co-opt
members & coordinators in their own level.
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N.B-(1)Rules, laws and by-laws about power and function of
Coordinator/Assistant Coordinator and member of each committee
and various committees will be elaborated further.
(2)Central Committee and Central Council will decide the various
tire and level of ICWF and for various reasons all the committees
will enact by-laws and rules but all these by-laws and rules will be
subject to Council.
(3)Every committee has the scope and right to admit or not to
admit and re-admit of membership. Admission of new members
and re-admission of ex or removed members is effected by the
respective committee.
(4) Before finalizing the concerned rules/by-laws –
(a)Duties and responsibilities of committee members will be
distriuted by the decision of each concerned committee.
(b)For not working or inactivity and working against ICWF or
denying the Sec-1 & 2 or creating confusion with ill motive & bad
intention about the basic concept and rules or not performing as
per rules or ineffective the rules intentionally or do not care the
decisions or stand for against decisions of ICWF/own committee
or misappropriating the Center‟s fund by any member of the
ICWF, proper decision & logical action will be taken up to expulsion
after proper consideration of reply of the accused with proper
notification by respective committee subject to respective council.

8. Decision:
At least two third positive votes will be count as decision. But in
the case of amendment of Basic Concept & Rules, 80% positive
vote of present delegate of the council will consider as decision.
9. Co-ordination:
The Central Committee is the Central Coordination Organ of the
whole organization which is responsible to the Central Council.
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10. Abolition:
Information Centre for Workers Freedom will be abolished after
fulfillment of its aim.
N.B- This is absolutely a temporary basis organisational structure.
After a considerable preparatory period or when it will be well
strengthened with at least half a million members or near to a
worldwide organisation standard then the Central Council will
finalise the organisational rules that means Information Centre For
Workers Freedom will adopt a Constitution .

Special Attention:
A.Admission and Membership renewal Fee is $5 for advanced
countries and $2 for others. Readmission fee is double.
B.Yearly subscription is $10 for advanced countries and
$4 for others.
C.50% of membership‟s fee & subscription is for Pre Members.
D.50% of total fees & subscription is for Central Committee.
E.After filling-up the Membership/Pre Membership forms by
interested person, send it to the central or concerned committee
with due fee and subscription.
F. If Membership or Pre Membership would not welcomed by the
Central or concerned committee, fees will be returned with
deduction of cost.
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Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
Post Office-Bazar Jagatpur, Post Code-3562, District- Chandpur, Bangladesh.
e-m:icwfreedom@yahoo.com ,icwfreedom@gmail.com,www.icwfreedom.org
(Estb-23Oct,2009)

Membership Form
Date:
I agreed with Basic Concept & Rules of ICWF. I am interested for Membership.
Name:
Date of Birth
Profession:
Address:

Signature
For Committee use only
Welcome

Sorry

M.Code:

Signature of Co-ordinator
Central Committee / ----------------------Committee

Contact:

78/1.West Dhanmondi, Shankar, Dhaka-1209,Bangladesh.
Mobl: 880-016-75216486,

Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
M.Card
Name:
Member Code:
Signature of Co-ordinator

Central/-----------------------Committee
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Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
Post Office-Bazar Jagatpur, Post Code-3562, District- Chandpur, Bangladesh.
e-m:icwfreedom@yahoo.com ,icwfreedom@gmail.com,www.icwfreedom.org
(Estb-23Oct, 2009)

Pre Membership Form
Date:

I read Basic Concept and Rules of ICWF. I am interested for Pre Membership.
Name:
Date of Birth
Profession:
Address:

Signature
For Committee use only
Welcome

Sorry

L. code:

Signature of Co-ordinator
Central Committee / -----------------------------------Committee

Contact:
78/1.West Dhanmondi, Shankar, Dhaka-1209, Bangladesh.
Mobl: 880-016-75216486,
Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
P.M.Card
Name:
P.M. Code:
Signature of Co-ordinator

Central/-----------------------Committee
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Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
Post Office-Bazar Jagatpur, Postal Code-3562, District- Chandpur,
Bangladesh.
e-m: icwfreedom@yahoo.com, icwfreedom@gmail.com,
www.icwfreedom.org
(Estb-23Oct,2009)

Membership Form (renewal)
Date:
I am member of ICWF. I am interested for Membership renewal.
Name:
Date of Birth:
Profession:
Address:
Signature
For Committee use only
Welcome:

Sorry:

M.Code:

Signature of Coordinator
Central Committee / ----------------------Committee
Mobl: (880)016-75216486, 107-15345006.
Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
M.Card
Name:
Member Code:
Signature of Coordinator

Central/---------------------------------Committee
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Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
Post Office-Bazar Jagatpur, Postal code -3562, District- Chandpur,
Bangladesh.
e-m: icwfreedom@yahoo.com, icwfreedom@gmail.com,
www.icwfreedom.org
(Estb-23Oct, 2009)

Pre Membership Form (renewal)
Date:
I am Pre Member of ICWF. I am interested for Pre Member ship
renewal.
Name:
Date of Birth :
Profession:
Address:

Signature
For Committee use only
Welcome

Sorry

P.M. code:

Signature of Co-ordinator
Central Committee / -----------------------------------Committee
Mobl: (880)016-75216486, 107-15345006.
Science - Science & Science for Freedom

Information Centre for Workers Freedom
P.M.Card
Name:
P.M. Code:
Signature of Co-ordinator

Central/-----------------------Committee
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